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Firestorm
[Thanks to Phil G, who sent this in.]
2009-09-01 By Immanuel Wallerstein, Senior Research Scholar at Yale University;
Agence Global. [Excerpts]

**************************************************
There is a firestorm ahead in the Middle East for which neither the US government nor
the US public is prepared.
They seem scarcely aware how close it is on the horizon or how ferocious it will be.
The US government (and therefore almost inevitably the US public) is deluding itself
massively about its capacity to handle the situation in terms of its stated objectives.
Let us start with Iraq.
The United States has signed a Status of Forces Agreement (SOFA) with Iraq, which
went into effect on July 1. It provided for turning over internal security to the Iraqi
government and, in theory, essentially restricting US forces to their bases and to some
limited role in training Iraqi troops.
Some of the wording of this agreement is ambiguous. Deliberately so, since that was
the only way both sides would sign it.
Even the first months of operation show how poorly this agreement is operating.
The Iraqi forces have been interpreting it very strictly, formally forbidding both joint
patrols and also any unilateral US military actions without prior detailed clearance with
the government.
It has gotten to the point that Iraqi forces are stopping US forces from passing
checkpoints with supplies during daytime hours.
The US forces have been chafing. They have tried to interpret the clause guaranteeing
them the right of self-defense far more loosely than the Iraqi forces want. They are
pointing to the upturn in violence in Iraq and therefore implicitly to the incapacity of Iraqi
forces to guarantee order.
The general commanding the US forces, Ray Odierno, is obviously extremely unhappy
and is patently scheming to find excuses to reestablish a direct US role.
Recently, he met with Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki of Iraq and President Masoud
Barzani of the Kurdish Regional Government. Odierno sought to persuade them to
permit tripartite (Iraqi/Kurdish/American) joint patrols in Mosul and other areas of
northern Iraq, in order to prevent or minimize violence.
They politely agreed to consider his proposal. Unfortunately for Odierno, his plan would
require a formal revision of the SOFA agreement.
Originally, there was supposed to be a referendum in the beginning of July on
popular approval of the SOFA agreement.
The United States was afraid of losing the vote, which would have meant that all
US forces would have had to be out of Iraq by Dec. 31, 2010, one full year earlier
than the theoretical date in the SOFA agreement.

The United States thought it was very clever in persuading al-Maliki to postpone
this referendum to January 2010.
Now it will be held in conjunction with the national elections.
In the national elections, everyone will be seeking to obtain votes. No one is
going to be campaigning in favor of a "yes" vote on the referendum.
Lest this be in any doubt, al-Maliki is submitting a project to the Iraqi parliament
that will permit a simple majority of "no" votes to annul the agreement.
There will be a majority of "no" votes. There may even be an overwhelming
majority of "no" votes.
Odierno should be packing his bags now. I'll bet he still has the illusion that he can
avoid the onset of the firestorm.
He can't.
What will happen next? At the present, but this may change between now and January,
it looks like al-Maliki will win the election. He will do this by becoming the number one
champion of Iraqi nationalism. He will make deals with all and sundry on this basis. Iraqi
nationalism at the moment doesn't have much to do with Iran or Saudi Arabia or Israel or
Russia.
It means first of all liberating Iraq from the last vestiges of US colonial rule, which is how
almost all Iraqis define what they have been living under since 2003.
Will there be internal violence in Iraq? Probably, though possibly less than Odierno and
others expect. But so what?
Iraqi "liberation" -- which is what the entire Middle East will interpret a "no" vote on the
referendum to be -- will immediately have a great impact on Afghanistan.
There people will say, if the Iraqis can do it, so can we.
******************************************
Of course, the situation in Afghanistan is different, very different, from that of Iraq.
But look at what is going on now with the elections in Afghanistan.
We have a government put into power to contain and destroy the Taliban. The Taliban
have turned out to be more tenacious and militarily effective than any one seemed ever
to anticipate.
Even the tough US commander there, Stanley McChrystal, has recognized that. The US
military is now talking of "succeeding" in perhaps a decade.

Soldiers who think they have a decade to win a war against insurgents have clearly not
been reading military history.
Notice the Afghan politicians themselves. Three leading candidates for the presidency,
including President Hamid Karzai, debated on television the current internal war. They
agreed on one thing. There must be some kind of political negotiations with the Taliban.
They differed on the details. The US (and NATO) forces are there ostensibly to destroy
the Taliban. And the leading Afghan politicians are debating how to come to political
terms with them. There is a serious disjuncture here of appreciation of realities, or
perhaps of political objectives.
The polls -- for what they are worth -- are showing that the majority of Afghans want the
NATO forces to leave and the majority of US voters want the same thing.
Now look ahead to January 2010, when the Iraqis vote the United States out of Iraq.
Remember that, before the Taliban came to power, the country was the site of fierce and
ruthless fighting among competing warlords, each with different ethnic bases, to control
the country.
The United States was actually relieved when the Pakistani-backed Taliban took power.
Order at last.
There turned out to be a minor problem. The Taliban were serious about sharia and
friendly to the emergent al-Qaeda. So, after 9/11, the United States, with west European
approval and United Nations sanction, invaded. The Taliban were ousted from power -for a little while.
What will happen now? The Afghans will probably revert to the nasty continuing interethnic wars of the warlords, with the Taliban just one more faction.
The US public's tolerance for that war will evaporate entirely.
All the internal factions and many of the neighbors (Russia, Iran, India, and
Pakistan) will remain to fight over the pieces.
The whole Obama program will have gone up in flames. And the Republicans will
make hay with it.
They will call US defeat in the Middle East "betrayal" and it is obvious now that
there is a large group inside the United States very receptive to such a theme.
One either anticipates firestorms and does something useful, or one gets swept up in
them.
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AFGHANISTAN WAR REPORTS

Maine Soldier Killed In Shuyene Sufia

U.S. Army Pfc. Jordan M. Brochu, 20, of Cumberland, Maine, died Aug. 31 in Shuyene
Sufia, Afghanistan, of wounds suffered when enemy forces attacked their unit with an
improvised explosive device. (AP Photo/U.S. Army)

California Soldier Killed In Shuyene Sufia

U.S. Army Spc. Jonathan D. Welch, 19, of Yorba Linda, Calif., died Aug. 31 in Shuyene
Sufia, Afghanistan, of wounds suffered when enemy forces attacked their unit with an
improvised explosive device. (AP Photo/U.S. Army)

ETERNAL WHACK-A-MOLE:
ALL HOME NOW!

A U.S. Marine jumps from a house during a patrol in a village in Golestan district of
Farah province, May 11, 2009. REUTERS/Goran Tomasevic

A U.S. soldier of the Road Clearance Package (RCP), 4th Brigade sweeps the road by
hand looking for improvised explosive devices (IEDs) during a patrol in the Pesh Valley
in Afghanistan's Kunar Province July 30, 2009. REUTERS/Tim Wimborne

A U.S. Marine arrives at an observation post above the village of Dahaneh for a 24-hour
observation watch with members of 3rd MEF, Aug. 22, 2009, in the Helmand Province of
Afghanistan. (AP Photo/Julie Jacobson)

IF YOU DON’T LIKE THE RESISTANCE
END THE OCCUPATIONS
OCCUPATION ISN’T LIBERATION
ALL TROOPS HOME NOW!
POLITICIANS CAN’T BE COUNTED ON TO HALT
THE BLOODSHED
THE TROOPS HAVE THE POWER TO STOP THE
WARS

TROOP NEWS
HOW MANY MORE FOR OBAMA’S WARS

A U.S. soldier wounded by sniper fire is evacuated in the village of Bargematal, Nuristan
province, August 25, 2009. REUTERS/Oleg Popov

FORWARD OBSERVATIONS

“At a time like this, scorching irony, not convincing argument, is needed. Oh had
I the ability, and could reach the nation’s ear, I would, pour out a fiery stream of
biting ridicule, blasting reproach, withering sarcasm, and stern rebuke.
“For it is not light that is needed, but fire; it is not the gentle shower, but thunder.
“We need the storm, the whirlwind, and the earthquake.”
Frederick Douglass, 1852

“Hope for change doesn't cut it when you're still losing buddies.”
-- J.D. Englehart, Iraq Veterans Against The War

I say that when troops cannot be counted on to follow orders because they see
the futility and immorality of them THAT is the real key to ending a war.
-- Al Jaccoma, Veterans For Peace

“What country can preserve its liberties if its rulers are not warned from time to
time that their people preserve the spirit of resistance? Let them take arms.”
Thomas Jefferson to William Stephens Smith, 1787.

"The mighty are only mighty because we are on our knees. Let us rise!"
-- Camille Desmoulins

"When someone says my son died fighting for his country, I say, "No, the suicide
bomber who killed my son died fighting for his country."
-- Father of American Soldier Chase Beattie, KIA in Iraq

One day while I was in a bunker in Vietnam, a sniper round went over my head.
The person who fired that weapon was not a terrorist, a rebel, an extremist, or a
so-called insurgent. The Vietnamese individual who tried to kill me was a citizen
of Vietnam, who did not want me in his country. This truth escapes millions.
Mike Hastie
U.S. Army Medic
Vietnam 1970-71
December 13, 2004

Liberation Anniversary;

September 3, 1838
“It Is Not Light That Is Needed, But
Fire”

Frederick Douglass
Carl Bunin Peace History September 3-9
Frederick Douglass made his escape from slavery in Baltimore and went on in life to
become an Abolitionist, journalist, author, and human rights advocate.
[During the Civil War, he pressed relentlessly for the enlistments of former slaves into
the U.S. army, and when this was permitted, the served with honor and played an
important role in defeating the slave-owning traitors who formed the Confederacy. T]
Frederick Douglass:
“Find out just what people will submit to, and you have found out the exact
amount of injustice and wrong which will be imposed upon them; and these will
continue until they are resisted with either words or blows, or both. The limits of
tyrants are prescribed by the endurance of those whom they oppress.”
“Power concedes nothing without demand. It never has and never will.”
“If there is no struggle, there is no progress. Those who profess to favor freedom,
and deprecate agitation, are men who want crops without plowing up the ground,
they want rain without thunder and lightning.”
“The thing worse than rebellion is the thing that causes rebellion.”

“I have found that, to make a contented slave, it is necessary to make a
thoughtless one.”
“At a time like this, scorching irony, not convincing argument, is needed. Oh had
I the ability, and could reach the nation’s ear, I would, pour out a fiery stream of
biting ridicule, blasting reproach, withering sarcasm, and stern rebuke. For it is
not light that is needed, but fire; it is not the gentle shower, but thunder. We need
the storm, the whirlwind, and the earthquake.”

September 4, 1970:
Happy Anniversary: Operation Raw

September 03, 2006 By Carl Bunin, Peace History Sept 4-10, peacebuttons.info
September 4, 1970
Vietnam Veterans Against the War (VVAW) began Operation RAW (Rapid
American Withdrawal).
Over the following three days more than 200 veterans, assisted by the
Philadelphia Guerilla Theater, staged a march from Morristown, New Jersey, to
Valley Forge, Pennsylvania, reenacting the invasion of small rural hamlets along
the way.

MORE:

Operation Raw
From The Days When U.S.
Soldiers Rebelled And Stopped A
War

[From GI Special 3D22: 11.22.05]
By Joe Urgo, GI antiwar activist in Vietnam 1968
Letters To The Editor
Revolutionary Worker, April 9,1985
It was Labor Day weekend 1970 — the end of summer when tradition in America is
for friends and family to gather in back yards, beaches, and parks.
It was 10:30 a.m. in Doylestown, Pennsylvania and a company of infantry swept
into town, seized and occupied the center of the city, setting up roadblocks and
taking civilian prisoners.
Anyone fleeing was killed, the rest were tortured and then killed just for being
there. The younger women were particularly manhandled and abused before
being killed. At 10:45 a.m., once again on alert, the company marched south of
the town, leaving a trail of bloody bodies and survivors standing in their yards and
streets, mute with shock, unbelieving eyes fastened on the departing soldiers.
Leaflets lay in the streets which said:

“A U.S. INFANTRY COMPANY JUST CAME THROUGH HERE.”
“If you had been Vietnamese:
—We might have burned your house.
—We might have shot your dog.
—We might have shot you.
—We might have raped the women.
—We might have turned you over to your government for torture.
—We might have taken souvenirs from your property.
—We might have shot things up a bit.
—We might have done all these things to you and your whole town.
“If it doesn’t bother you that American soldiers do these things every day to the
Vietnamese simply because they are ‘gooks,’ then picture yourself as one of the
silent victims. Help us to end the war before they turn your son into a butcher. . .
or a corpse. Signed Vietnam Veterans Against the War.”
With No Business As Usual Day fast approaching (and coming by coincidence right
before the tenth anniversary of the U.S. defeat in Vietnam), I thought it was just the right
time to recount this political action carried out by the Vietnam Veterans Against the War.

This was Operation RAW (Rapid American Withdrawal), a four-day simulated, 90mile search-and-destroy mission through eleven rural towns and villages from
Morristown, New Jersey to Valley Forge, Pennsylvania.
By the end of four days 125 veterans and a few active-duty Gls had formed four
platoons and two recon squads to reenact thirteen “incidents” like described
above.
It was “theater,” but these reenactments brought home a powerful political statement that
shook up the stultifying atmosphere in the middle-America towns which had largely
escaped the mass upsurges of the time.
Formed in 1968 to lobby, this was VVAW’s first breakout action to bring the war home.
As Scott Moore, a member of its executive committee, said at a press conference: “The
time for talk has come to an end for VVAW. We have been talking for three years to no
avail. We are now proceeding on a course of action.” The discussion of planning
leading up to it had asked the questions of how to break through the normal business as
usual protests that had been going on, to shake things up and expose the truth.
“Montgomeryville, PA., September 6, 1500 hours: We liberated a shopping center.
The platoon surrounded it front and back and we took seven prisoners from the
crowd. We interrogated them, then beat the shit out of them. After they’d been
executed, we carried one girl who looked like she was fourteen over to the side of
the road and mauled her with the butts of our rifles. Blood streamed down her
head and soaked her torso. Maybe 150 cars passed by. Everyone looked, then
turned aside. They didn’t look again. No one stopped. They couldn’t stand to
look at the bloody little kid” (excerpt from the Camden, NJ Courier Post reporting
on the demonstration).
A local guerrilla theater company agreed to play the townspeople in the prearranged
skits; towns and roads were mapped in advance so that as the company surrounded a
home or a village — with walkie-talkies screaming and vets running all over the place,
blood capsules bursting on library steps in front of meat stores — there was a sense of
realism in the air as America’s safe hamlets were invaded. There could be no business
as usual today.
Though their rifles were toy props, most of the vets were not acting.
In a few cases they had been doing this for real only a short time before, and in
several “incidents” they went right to the edge of reality in carrying out their
mission.
In town after town, and once by a county fair, homes were mock-burned, free fire zones
formed, hostages taken for interrogation, and onlookers were given a taste of what the
Vietnamese people were forced to live with.
None of the audience liked being called “round-eyed gooks,” offended by the sharp
language of the leaflets being handed out. Reactions ranged from disbelief and shock to
embarrassed laughter to damning U.S. involvement to some who thought the uniform
was being disgraced.

Local communes and peace groups met the vets at different points with banners, signs,
cars honking, fists out of windows. On September 5 this march met up with and camped
with 60 members of the offshoot of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference called
MAN, Making a Nation, who were themselves marching to the UN to protest American
failure to sign the antigenocide bill.
The tempo picked up as the march neared the end and word spread of this “forced raid
into America.” The vets themselves got strong in their determination to see it through.
At night the campsites were not drunken beerfests but preparation of another type —
political discussion over what was the next step, what should our objectives be, how to
reach out to the millions of vets and GIs out there trying to figure this out also.
This was sharp as there was a wide range of opinion — some were just basically
opposed to Americans dying, with much discussion about the nature of
imperialism, while others were revolutionaries working for the defeat of America.
(All this with rotating night patrols on the perimeter -- — the campsite owners had
been threatened by a local citizens committee, a car had tried to run someone
down and a shotgun had been pointed out the window of a home along the route
of march.)
The two sharpest points agreed to were (1) a series of objectives that drew the
links between the racism and sexism to what America did around the world and
that VVAW work toward getting all American soldiers and CIA out of every country
In the world, and (2) a specific call to prepare for a series of war crimes
investigations — the famous “Winter Soldier” hearings — to “place the blame
where it properly belongs, on administration and military officials and all those
who dictate policy and remain silent or profit from war.”
As one vet summed up his feelings about the weekend: “the spirit that we would never
again fight for America — America was the enemy that had to be stopped, that we were
fighting as part of and for a different world — this became real on the march for me and
became a guide for many vets later on.”
By the last day, spirits were high as the vets encountered a last bit of opposition
— a pitiful display of what America has to offer — the Veterans of Foreign Wars
(VFW), American Legion, and John Birch Society denouncing the vets for not
being vets and calling people to god and country.
The vets laughed at this as they reached Valley Forge, Pennsylvania where they
formed up on a hilt, single file along the top, “rifles” up for a final assault. They
moved down the hill as if back in Vietnam sweeping through a rice paddy —
angrily chanting for American withdrawal. For the crowd of 1,500-2,000 at the rally
site below — now standing up and cheering — the scene had a chilling’ scary
effect — a final sense of what it must have been like to be Vietnamese in Vietnam
in 1970.
“Joe Urgo, GI antiwar activist in Vietnam 1968; former national officer of Vietnam
Veterans Against the War; organizer for Winter Soldier Investigation and Dewey Canyon

3, 1971; first Vietnam vet to travel to Hanoi in support of the revolutionary struggle of the
Vietnamese people; member of VVAW (Anti-Imperialist).”

“The single largest failure of the anti-war movement at this point
is the lack of outreach to the troops.” Tim Goodrich, Iraq
Veterans Against The War

September 5, 1917:
The Palmer Raids Begin
16,000 ARRESTED IN CAMPAIGN
AGAINST RADICALS AND LEFTWING ORGANIZATIONS

Arrested for “obstructing World War I: “Big Bill” Haywood
Carl Bunin Peace History September 3-9
In 48 coordinated raids across the country, later known as the Palmer Raids,
federal agents seized records, destroyed equipment and books, and arrested
hundreds of activists involved with the Industrial Workers of the World (IWW),
known fondly as the Wobbles.
Among the arrested was William D. “Big Bill” Haywood, a leader of the IWW, for
the “crimes of labor” and “obstructing World War I.”
**********************************************
Spartacus.schoolnet.co.uk

In 1919 Woodrow Wilson appointed A. Mitchell Palmer as his attorney general.
Worried by the revolution that had taken place in Russia, Palmer became convinced that
Communist agents were planning to overthrow the American government. His view was
reinforced by the discovery of thirty-eight bombs sent to leading politicians and the
Italian anarchist who blew himself up outside Palmer’s Washington home.
Palmer recruited John Edgar Hoover as his special assistant and together they
used the Espionage Act (1917) and the Sedition Act (1918) to launch a campaign
against radicals and left-wing organizations.
A. Mitchell Palmer claimed that Communist agents from Russia were planning to
overthrow the American government.
On 7th November, 1919, the second anniversary of the Russian Revolution, over
10,000 suspected communists and anarchists were arrested.
Palmer and Hoover found no evidence of a proposed revolution but large number
of these suspects were held without trial for a long time.
The vast majority were eventually released but Emma Goldman and 247 other people,
were deported to Russia.
On 2nd January, 1920, another 6,000 were arrested and held without trial.
These raids took place in several cities and became known as the Palmer Raids.
A. Mitchell Palmer and John Edgar Hoover found no evidence of a proposed
revolution but large number of these suspects, many of them members of the
Industrial Workers of the World (IWW), continued to be held without trial.
When Palmer announced that the communist revolution was likely to take place on 1st
May, mass panic took place. In New York, five elected Socialists were expelled from the
legislature.
When the May revolution failed to materialize, attitudes towards Palmer began to change
and he was criticised for disregarding people’s basic civil liberties.
Some of his opponents claimed that Palmer had devised this Red Scare to help him
become the Democratic presidential candidate in 1920.

September 9, 1971:
Heroic Anniversary

The Attica State Penitentiary
Revolt

Carl Bunin Peace History September 3-9
The interracial revolt was led by blacks but featured cooperation between
prisoners of different racial and ethnic backgrounds.
It was finally brutally suppressed by the state five days later, upon orders from Gov.
Nelson Rockefeller who refused to become directly involved.
29 prisoners and 10 guards were shot and killed by attacking state troopers in the
bloodiest prison confrontation in U.S. history.
The prisoners had been demanding improvements in their living and working
conditions at the increasingly overcrowded facility.
**************************************
PBS.org/ [Excerpts]
On the morning of Monday, September 13, 1971, Governor Nelson Rockefeller arrived
at his Fifth Avenue apartment for a meeting with some of his advisors. It had been a
tough weekend, but he had finally reached a decision. It was, he told them, “a matter of
principle.”
The Attica State Penitentiary -— the scene of an inmate uprising just five days earlier —was to be retaken by force.

Trouble was in the air in the summer of 1971. The Vietnam war, court-ordered busing of
students to integrate schools racially, and student protests had shaken the country.
Prisons were seeing a surge in the pressure —- both from within and from without prison
walls -- to recognize the rights of inmates, fueled in part by racial unrest. In the imposing
Attica State Penitentiary, a maximum-security facility 30 miles south of Buffalo, New
York, the tension had been particularly palpable for months.
Inmates, who were predominantly African American and Puerto Rican, were
incensed at the deteriorating living conditions —- among them the fact that they
were only entitled to one shower a week and one roll of toilet paper a month.
Overcrowding had also become a source of resentment in a facility where the
capacity limit had been exceeded by almost forty percent.
It was this pent-up unrest that prompted one of the guards to forcefully suppress a
scuffle between two prisoners on September 9, 1971. The two inmates were taken to
isolation cells. Rumors circulated that they would be tortured.
Confrontations escalated between the prisoners and the guards.
More than one thousand strong, the inmates quickly took control of the prison and set
fire to several of its buildings. By the time the state police was summoned and managed
to recapture part of the facility that afternoon, the inmates had regrouped in one of the
yards and were holding 40 hostages in a ring of wooden benches.
Their demands were soon made public: federal takeover of the prison, better conditions,
amnesty …. and the removal of the prison’s superintendent.
In their statement, they criticized the “unmitigated oppression wrought by the
racist administrative network of this prison throughout the year,” and the
“ruthless brutalization and disregard for the lives of the prisoners here and
throughout the United States.”
Those words had a troubling ring for Nelson Rockefeller, who in his last years as
governor had toughened his stand on crime and political dissent.
He believed that the rebellion was led by revolutionaries, and that any sign of
compromise would have a domino effect throughout the nation. Having sent one of his
closest aides to the scene, he retreated to the Rockefeller estate in Pocantico Hills, just
a few miles outside of New York City.
Four hundred miles upstate, things were quickly heating up. A group of observers had
been trying in vain to come up with a compromise package.
On Sunday, three days after the outbreak, they issued a statement, calling on
Rockefeller to come to the prison to avert a “massacre… so we can spend time
and not lives in an attempt to resolve the issues before us.”

The pressure on the governor to come to Attica was mounting, as the inmates and
even the Commissioner of Correctional Services, Russell Oswald, urged him to
address the situation in person.
“We must have Rockefeller,” said one of the inmates’ leaders. “We got to have
Rockefeller here to save our lives and those of his hostages. ... I say his hostages
because he created this situation.”
But Rockefeller wouldn’t budge.
Saying that his physical presence on the site would not “contribute to a peaceful
settlement,” he vowed to stand fast and rely on his aides on the scene, among them
Robert Douglass.
“In life it’s not easy to face a hard decision, particularly when human lives are involved,”
he told Commissioner Oswald, “But I think we have to look at these things not only in
terms of the immediate but in terms of the larger implication of what we are doing in our
society.”
By Sunday night, hopes for a non-violent compromise solution were wearing thin, and on
Monday morning Rockefeller, determined to appear firm, authorized the operation to
reclaim the facility.
It was 9:46am when a state police helicopter started dropping tear gas over the
yard and walkways where the inmates were holding the hostages at knife-point.
Gunfire broke out, and within 6 minutes, 2,200 lethal missiles were discharged.
The use of shotguns, with their imprecise range, increased the bloodshed.
Ten hostages and twenty-nine inmates died —- a horrific toll that was especially
appalling after it was revealed that all the hostages had died from gunshots
inflicted by state troopers and guards.
Rockefeller was also spared the sight of the capture’s grim aftermath.
Once the prison was reclaimed, guards, enraged by the events, ordered the
inmates to crawl naked into the yard, beating them with clubs as they passed
through.
One of the leaders, Frank Smith, was stripped naked and forced to lie on a table
balancing a football under his chin for hours, threatened with being shot if he let it fall to
the ground.
The extent of the chaos was not acknowledged by Governor Rockefeller, who said
that the state troopers had done “a superb job.”
One year later, an investigative commission would reach a very different conclusion.
Its report stated that the operation had been ill-conceived, poorly executed and
probably unnecessary, and stressed the fact that Rockefeller should have gone to

Attica, “because his responsibilities as the State’s chief executive made it
appropriate that he be present at the scene of the critical decision involving great
risk of loss of life.”
In spite of the public outrage, Nelson Rockefeller’s hard-line stance in the Attica crisis
made him more palatable to the conservatives who were now in control of the
Republican Party.
He never publicly regretted the way he handled the situation, saying only that he wished
he had been more aware of the “tremendous need that existed” at the Attica facility.
Yet the impact of the Attica crisis would be long lasting.
In August 2000, almost thirty years after the prisoners’ revolt, the state of New
York paid up to $8 million to the 1,280 men harassed during the attack, after their
lawyers filed a class-action lawsuit against prison and state officials in 1974.
The verdict, however, had little echo within the walls of the Attica Correctional
Facility, where overcrowding is still a problem.

OCCUPATION PALESTINE

The Zionist Terror Invents A New
Crime:
Digging A Well On Your Own Land While
Palestinian

Zionist soldiers stand around a blindfolded Palestinian man arrested after trying to
prevent construction vehicles from destroying a well on his land near the occupied West
Bank city of Hebron, Palestine Sept. 3, 2009. (AP Photo/Nasser Shiyoukhi)

Zionist border police officers stand guard as construction vehicles destroy a well near
dug by a Palestinian on his own land near the occupied West Bank city of Hebron,
Palestine, Sept. 3, 2009. (AP Photo/Nasser Shiyoukhi)

[To check out what life is like under a murderous military occupation by foreign
terrorists, go to: www.rafahtoday.org The occupied nation is Palestine. The
foreign terrorists call themselves “Israeli.”]

DANGER: POLITICIANS AT WORK

NEED SOME TRUTH?
CHECK OUT TRAVELING SOLDIER
Telling the truth - about the occupations or the criminals running the government
in Washington - is the first reason for Traveling Soldier. But we want to do more
than tell the truth; we want to report on the resistance to Imperial wars inside the
armed forces.
Our goal is for Traveling Soldier to become the thread that ties working-class
people inside the armed services together. We want this newsletter to be a
weapon to help you organize resistance within the armed forces.

If you like what you've read, we hope that you'll join with us in building a network
of active duty organizers. http://www.traveling-soldier.org/ And join with Iraq
Veterans Against the War to end the occupations and bring all troops home now!
(www.ivaw.org/)

CLASS WAR REPORTS

Katrina Pain Index – 2009
[Have A Barf Bag Handy]
[Thanks to Alobar for posting this one.]
August 18, 2009 By BILL QUIGLEY & DAVIDA FINGER, CounterPunch [Excerpts]
0. Number of renters in Louisiana who have received financial assistance from the
$10 billion federal post-Katrina rebuilding program Road Home Community
Development Block Grant – compared to 116,708 homeowners. $900 Million:
Dollar amount paid to ICF International, the company that was hired by the State
of Louisiana to distribute federal Road Home rebuilding dollars.
0. Number of hospitals in New Orleans providing in-patient mental health care as of
September 2009 despite post-Katrina increases in suicides and mental health problems.
1. Rank of New Orleans among U.S. cities in percentage of vacant residences.

2. Number of Katrina cottages completed in Louisiana as of beginning of 2009
hurricane season under $74 million dollar federal program.
33. Percent of 134,000 FEMA trailers in which Katrina and Rita storm survivors were
housed after the storms which are estimated by federal government to have had
formaldehyde problems.
35. Percent of child care facilities re-opened in New Orleans since Hurricane Katrina.
35. Percent increase of demand in 2009 at emergency food programs in New Orleans
and surrounding parishes, “an increase pinned on the swelling ranks of under-employed
and rising food, housing, and fuel costs.”
50. Ranking of Louisiana among states for overall healthcare.
52. Percent increase in rents in New Orleans since Katrina.
52. Percent of federal rebuilding money allocated to New Orleans that has
actually been received.
160. Number of units which will be public housing eligible in the new St. Bernard area
after demolition and rebuilding. St. Bernard was constructed with 1400 public housing
apartments. Only a small percentage of the 4000 families in public housing in New
Orleans before Katrina will be allowed to live in the new housing being constructed on
the site where their apartments were demolished.
27,279. Number of Louisiana homeowners who have applied for federal assistance
in repair and rebuilding after Katrina who have been determined eligible for
assistance but who have still not received any money.
65,888. Unoccupied addresses in New Orleans. This is 31% of the addresses in the
City and nearly as many as Detroit, a city twice the size of New Orleans.
143,193. Fewer people in New Orleans than before Katrina, according to the Greater
New Orleans Community Data Center estimate of 311,853, the most recent population
estimate in Orleans.
9.5 Million. Dollar amount of federal Medicaid stimulus rejected outright by Louisiana
Governor Bobby Jindal which would have expanded temporary Medicaid coverage for
families who leave welfare and get a job.
98 million: Dollar amount of unemployment federal stimulus dollars rejected by
Louisiana Governor Bobby Jindal that was available to bolster the unemployment
compensation funds to assist 25,000 families in Louisiana.
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